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The opinions expressed and articles published in ‘The Wanganui Tramper’ are not  

necessarily the views of the Wanganui Tramping Club Inc. 
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From the Editor  
  When this issue is published we will have only one month of winter to go. Roll on 

spring!  

  This is your magazine so it would be wonderful to receive contributions from any 

member with interesting ideas or items to share. Remember to send in any photos 

from your trips  -  particularly stunning scenery or humorous moments. 

  Photo competition winners are included in this issue. See page 21 for list of winners 

and winning photos on page 30 and 31. To view all entries visit our website, click on 

Weekend Trips and select Competitions from the drop 

down menu.. 

   Our website is: 

               www.wanganuitrampingclub.net 

  All contributions may be emailed to Jeanette at     

               j.prier@paradise.net.nz 

  No email? Handwritten contributions are perfectly 

acceptable.  

                                     Jeanette Prier 

Cover: Brigitte on the Rimutaka Incline Walk 
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I am humbled to be elected President of the Wanganui Tramping Club. My 
aim is to uphold the high standards of our previous Presidents. 

  New to Wanganui, I fondly remember the warm welcome extended to me 
on joining and I immediately wanted to return this generosity by making my 
own contributions to the Club. 

  Since those early days, there have been many changes both within the Club 
and in the greater outdoors. We have embraced technology and used it to 

our advantage. I thank those people who made and continue to make that 
happen. 

  There is much to be done in the outdoors to protect and nurture our 
environment. We have, and need more, watchdogs - I welcome your input. 
Numbers give strength to our views and beliefs. 

  We have many trips and social events planned, so for now, let's get on with 
the business of enjoying them. 

Happy and safe tramping 

Margret McKinnon 
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“I think”, said Christopher 
Robin, “that we ought to eat all 
our provisions now, so we won’t 
have much to carry.” 
    
 A.A.Milne 

Best ‘Tramper’ Contribution  -  AGM 7 June 2017 
Judged by last year’s winner, Barbara Gordon 

  This award considers all items contributed by members.  Most are trip reports, each 

unique and useful.  General articles are always welcome:  a good example is Glenys 

Ellett’s item in Tramper #253.  “What Next?” she wonders – page 56.    

  Elements of a good article/trip report are brevity, useful information, highlights 

and humour, and photos.    

  Three items were commended:     

· Sandra van der Lubbe’s memories of childhood visits to the Burrell’s Road 

farm gave her report a novel slant.   #253  p51     

· Waitotara Mud, Julie Kearse.  An arduous and grueling trudge described 

with humour.   # 250  p50          

· Sandy Gibbard wittily described encounters with an electric fence, under 

the stewardship of a “livewire leader”.  #252  p56 

Runner-up   

Harrex Forest.  Don Gordon’s dramatic account of a cluster of calamities 

had lessons for all of us.  #251  p46 

This Year’s Winning Tramper Contribution  

Ruapehu Summit in the Snow.  Diane’s vivid description and her stunning 

front-cover photo had me wishing I’d been there, on that tramp.   #251  p47 

Phone Number Corrections 
Diane Weeks   021 02729775 

Kate Jones    348 2310 

Jill Richardson  345 5561 
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Club Nights  
Club Nights are held on the first Wednesday of each month 

(except January). Meetings are held 

in the Hunters & Deerstalkers Hall, 100  Peat Street at 7-30pm 
 

Club Night Programme 
For details of the Club Night programme please see either              

“Scroggin” column in the Wanganui Midweek newspaper (generally the 
week before)   

or the “Club Notices & AGMs” notices in the Wanganui Chronicle  
on the Monday or Tuesday before Club Night. All are welcome. 

Pleased to Meet You! 
  New Members 

 
David Howard, Cat Mellows and Jenny Molcsan 
 Our membership database needs to have the  
correct information so we can keep our members informed 
and up to date. 
 If there are any changes to your contact details please let 
Barbara Gordon (membership, ph 348 9149) or Dorothy 
Symes (treasurer, ph 345 7039) know as soon as possible. 

Copy for the  

November 2017 Issue of  the  

Wanganui Tramper  
to the Editor by  

October 16th 2017 
(Earlier appreciated) 

Thank You! - Jeanette 
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  Club Activities 

MIDWEEK 

Wednesdays:  A more challenging midweek day tramp is offered weekly, planned by 

rostered leaders.  

Coordinated by: 

Margret McKinnon 344 3899, email mjmckinnon@xtra.co.nz 

 

Thursdays:  A tramp every second Thursday.  No bush bashing, generally over better 

tracks and a little easier. Planned and led by Earle Turner.  

Coordinated by:  

Val Cowan 345 0456, email tony.val_cowan@clear.net.nz 

Coming months’ Thursday trips will be on the following dates: 

 

 

  

 

 

 

TT2’s (the second Thursday walk):  Alternate Thursday mornings. 

Leader Carolyn Shingleton 347 7644 will advise the meeting 

place and time.  Easy, ideal for the more senior member / 

recovering from injury / or for that extra walk with companions. 

 

 

WEEKENDS 

 

Overnight/multi-day tramps are advertised in Tramper 

along with the leader’s contact details. 

 

 

 

Weekend DAY Tramps:  Ask to be on the email list if you are interested in Saturday 

or Sunday day trips.  Contact Dorothy Symes 345 7039 

   

                

Mountain Biking:  Mountain bike trips are held from time to time.  Enquiries to 

Mark Kennedy  343 1135 or 027 757 1888 

 

 

 Tuesday Biking (BOMBS): Depart from the 

 I-Site 9.00am Tuesdays. Ask to be on the 

email list. 

 Contact  Carolyn Shingleton 347 7644 

August 10 & 24 Sept  7 & 21 

Oct 5 & 19 Nov 2, 16 & 30 
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WHAT'S GOING ON IN RUAHINE AND TARARUA 
   

RUAHINE: DOC has received positive feedback on the Rangi and Sunrise huts' 

booking system. Unbooked people can still stay but are not guaranteed a bed. There 

have been a good number of volunteers to warden at 

Sunrise but Rangi needs more volunteer wardens. 

There are no warden's quarters at Rangi. If interested 

contact DOC Palmerston North. 

   Track cutting has been carried out around Sentry 

Box and the hut tidied. The track between Comets and 

Shutes huts has been cut. The Mid-Pohangina track 

has been cut to the Centre Creek junction but with 

issues crossing the Piripiri Stream, this is yet to be 

completed. The tracks from Iron Gate to upper Oroua 

River, Irongate to Ngamoko Range, Irongate to 

Heritage Lodge, and Heritage Lodge to Tunupo been trimmed. Track work in the 

McKinnon/Crow/Kauwhatau area is planned. Work has been carried out on 

Takapari Road.  

  Ruahine hut has been painted by Army volunteers. Diggers, Otukota and 

Waikamaka huts have had work done on them. Work is planned on the wood 

burner flue in Stanfield hut. A group is interested in maintaining Aranga hut and 

funds are available for work that needs doing. Funds available for the Kauwhatau 

Base depend on access being re-established.  

  Plans for Toka biv to alter in the same manner as Sparrowhawk biv need DOC 

approval as it is adding to, rather than just maintaining, the existing structure. The 

legal paper road to the Makaroro River is not feasible as it goes over a cliff, so access 

is across private land. Contact the landowner for permission (phone number 

available from DOC). 

  TARARUA: Cattle Ridge hut is now completely revamped, insulated, double-

glazed and extended in size (porch addition). The new log burner requires installing. 

Arete Forks hut has been re-roofed. Nichols hut interior and toilet have been 

repainted, the water tank repaired and a new lid fitted.   

  Work on Kapakapanui, Mid-

Waiohine and Waiopehu huts awaits 

suitable weather. Options for under-

floor insulation for Waiopehu are being 

looked at. The agreement for work on 

Waiotauru hut is almost completed 

and it is hoped to get work done this 

year. Mitre Flats hut has been restained 

and the roof sprayed in preparation for 

painting. Tarn Ridge hut is to be tidied 

up and the very mouldy mattress 

covers replaced. 

McKinnon hut, Ruahine 

Tararua range 
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From our archives… October 1998 

GRAHAM'S BIG DAY OUT  

  A mass of syndromes face the busy tramper, ranging from battered feet to chafed 

crutch to aching shoulders to retarded air intake. Graham Sutcliffe, on his first 

outing as leader, came across a somewhat different problem -- popularity overload. 

In short, he was almost overwhelmed with people anxious to ensure he got off to a 

good start. 

  A total of 21 people joined him for the Manawatu Gorge walk. Well-marshalled by 

the busy leader, the party split in two groups to tackle the walk from each end. They 

met in the middle for lunch and an exchange of vehicle keys. With such a big 

turnout it could have been a logistics nightmare, but Graham proved that doing your 

homework pays off and everything went smoothly on the day. 

Could We Use This Idea? 
In France, they've developed a novel way to recharge phones and laptops: A free 

stationary bike where you can sit at a table and harness the pedal-power. 
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Tramping Trips 
Confirming your place 
For ALL trips, you must phone the leader to confirm your place on the trip. 
For day trips the latest you can phone the leader is 7pm the night before the 
trip. For weekend trips phone by Wednesday evening. 
 
What you will need 
Good waterproof clothing including leggings or over-trousers is necessary. 
Woolen balaclava or hat and suitable mittens or gloves are essential for 
mountain trips. 
   You should carry your own immediate first aid supplies. Check with the 
leader for more details of what is required for the trip. Take lunches for each 
day, and your drink requirements, plus emergency chocolate, sweets and/or 
scroggin. On overnight (s) trips, all other food is supplied by the leader. 
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Rules For Those Leading Tramps  
The destination and brief location, plus the list of participants, is to 

be placed on the notice board at the club rooms before leaving. 

These details must also be emailed to the four PLB contacts: 

 

russelld@clear.net.nz   (Russell Donaldson) 

btwtcvaux@slingshot.co.nz  (Bruce Thomas) 

tiger2@slingshot.co.nz  (Earle Turner) 

dorothy@displayassociates.co.nz  (Dorothy Symes) 

barbarajgordon@xtra.co.nz (Barbara Gordon) 

 

Need help? We have a list template – ask Barbara or Dorothy.   

For leaders without computers/email, phone details to  

Barbara 348 9149 or Dorothy 345 7039.   

 

August to October 2017 Club Activities 
  Note:  Trip cost estimates are based on 8 cents per kilometre 

 

Aug 5-6                Snow Weekend  Tracey Hooper   346 5597 

Sat-Sun Tracey is waiting to see where the snow is before deciding where to 

go. She will most likely stay in a hut, or if there is only one fine day 

she may do this as a day trip.  More details in the next Tramper. 

 

Aug 5 or 6 Waiaua Gorge Hut   Dorothy Symes   345 7039 

Sat or Sun Dorothy broke her leg near this hut but that doesn't stop her visiting 

the scene of the crime. Beautiful Egmont National Park bush and 

then a great hut to enjoy your lunch looking across at Mt Taranaki.  

Dorothy will choose the better day weatherwise. 

Mod  Approx cost $27 

 

Aug 12 or 13 Snowcraft 1 Course  Mike Cole   344 7275   021 160 6875 

Sat or Sun Run by the Palmerston North Tramping & Mountaineering Club 

(PNTMC) at Mt Ruapehu, with an intro and briefing the prior 

Wednesday evening. The actual dates are not yet set, but this 

course will be some time in August. 

Easy  Approx cost $70 

  

Aug 12-13 Gourmet Meal Trip  Dave Scoullar and Juliet Kojis   343 2836 

Sat-Sun This is a keenly awaited weekend when we take some extra special 

goodies into the hills and have a thoroughly good meal. We even 

manage to fit in a bit of tramping! The venue this year is Alice 

Nash Memorial Hut, a short walk in the western Ruahine.  

Easy  Approx cost $20 + hut fees 
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Aug 19-20 Alpine Hut Whakapapa Ski Field  Mike Cole  344 7275   

         021 160 6875 

Sat-Sun Stay at NZAC Ruapehu Hut Saturday night at 2000m, only a 

couple of hours climb from the Top of the Bruce car park, then do 

whatever from there. Probably carry on up to Crater Lake on one 

of the days, which is another two hours. This is a good trip for 

newbies as the terrain is fairly easy and nothing too steep. You 

need to have completed a snowcraft course. Mike needs to know 

early the numbers coming so he can book the hut. 

Mod  Approx cost $60, Junior $35 

 

Aug 26 or 27 Tongariro Alpine Crossing  Esther Williams  347 8456  

         021 028 82368 

Sat or Sun On a sparkling winter day this trek is memorable. Crampons and 

ice axes may be needed. The club has a few. 

Fit  Approx cost  $26 

 

Sept 2-3    Pouakai Hut or Rangi Hut  Mike Cole  344 7275   021 160 6875 

Sat-Sun Pouakai is in Egmont National Park and Rangi in Ruahine Forest 

Park. Mike isn't going to both - he'll pick the one with the better 

weather. Both are easily accessed and offer interesting side trips in 

the area. Alternative dates for this trip are 23-24 September, so see 

below. 

Mod  Cost to be calculated 

 

Sept 2 or 3 Otaki Forks Walks  Dorothy Symes   345 7039 

Sat or Sun Otaki Forks, gateway to the western Tararua, has several short but 

interesting and family-friendly walks including the Arcus Loop, 

Fenceline Loop and Waiotauru Walk.  Dorothy promises an 

enjoyable day out and will choose the better day weatherwise. 

Easy/Mod Approx cost $23 

 

Sept 10  Waitahinga Trails   Dorothy Symes  345 7039 

Sun The trails just past Bushy Park are always a delight to visit. A 

chance also to see how well our trail-builders have done with their 

new, more tramper-friendly descent on Tom's Ridge from the Nail 

Tree to the branch to the dam. A great outing for the whole family. 

Easy/Mod Approx cost $6  

 

Sept 13  Trips meeting    Dave Scoullar   343 2836 

Wed Your club needs YOU to offer ideas for tramps from December to 

February. It would be nice if you could volunteer to lead, too, but it 

isn't mandatory. Just tell us where to go!  Phone DS or come to his 

house 7 Wairere Rd at 7.30pm. 
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Sept 16-17 Ruapehu Tramps  Bruce Thomas   345 6532 

Sat-Sun The plan is for two separate day trips in the Ruapehu area, with the 

group staying overnight at Possum Lodge. It will be springtime so 

we are hoping for spring weather. The Ridge Track will be on one 

day, the other tramp is still to be decided. 

Mod  Approx cost $40 

 

Sept 16  Dawson Falls Circuit  Graeme Aitken   343 5063 

Sat This will be a loop from Dawson Falls.  We intend to see the 

Plateau car park, Enchanted Walk and Waingongoro Track and 

return to the visitor centre. If time permits we will have a look 

around the Dawson Falls area.  A good walk to appreciate the bush 

and hopefully views in the Egmont National Park. 

Easy/Mod Approx cost $21  

 

Sept 23-24 Pouakai Hut or Rangi Hut  Mike Cole   344 7275   021 160 6875 

Sat-Sun If Mike got to one of these huts on 2-3 September, he plans to go to 

the other this weekend. If he got to neither, he'll pick the one where 

there's the best weather. A good entry-level weekend. 

Mod  Cost to be calculated 

 

Sept 23 or 24 Rotokare/Cardiff  Dorothy Symes   345 7039 

Sat or Sun Rotokare, near Eltham, is a delightful lake to walk around and 

there's the chance to see some interesting birdlife in this sanctuary. 

If there's time Dorothy will also divert to take in the Cardiff 

Walkway near Stratford.  

A family-friendly tramping outing. 

Easy  Cost to be calculated 

 

Sep 30 or Oct 1  Tongariro Summit   Esther Williams   347 8456  021 028 82368 

Sat or Sun Climb beautiful Tongariro if weather conditions allow. We go up 

  to the Red Crater and circuit back to Mangatepopo. Usually an 8-

  hour day. Ice axes and crampons may be needed. The club has a 

  few, but we can also hire them. 

Mod to Fit Approx cost $25 plus a little more for a drink. 

      

Oct 7-8  Taranaki Weekend  Dave Scoullar  343 2836 

Sat-Sun It's the Taranaki weekend again. Dave is going urban on Saturday, 

looking at a couple of walkways in New Plymouth, including one 

we haven't been over before. Saturday night at a holiday park with 

dinner and movie. On Sunday we will venture out with the New 

Plymouth Tramping Club. 

Mod  Cost to be calculated 
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Oct 7 or 8 Old Coach Road  Frances Gibbons   345 8952 

Sat or Sun This track from Horopito to Ohakune continues to charm with its 

beautiful bush, railway artefacts and history highlighted in excellent 

signage. Very good for new members and family groups. 

Easy  Approx cost $16  

 

Oct 14-15 Atiwhakatu Hut  Shane McCulloch   021 614 753 

Sat-Sun An easy flat walk to this neat and tidy 26-bunk hut in the eastern 

Tararua. Rebuilt in 2009, the Atiwhakatu is almost identical in 

design to Roaring Stag Lodge. Fully insulated and double glazed, 

great for families and first-time trampers. If the weather is good 

Shane will consider up to Jumbo Hut and around the tops to 

Powell Hut. 

Easy/Mod Approx cost $35 plus hut fees -- one ticket ($5) 

 

Oct 14 or 15 Mangamahu Meanders  Brenda Collins  342 2818 

Sat or Sun Brenda always comes up with an interesting walk and this one 

around her farm at Mangamahu, which was successfully test-driven 

by the Wednesday group in June, will provide an excellent outing 

for those who enjoy a spring walk over a farm.   

Easy  Approx cost $9 

 

Oct 21-23 Ruahine Ramble   Tracey Hooper   346 5597 

Sat-Mon A Labour weekend 3-day walk in the eastern Ruahine starting from 

Kashmir Rd up to Longview Hut for lunch. Then over to Makaretu 

Hut overnight. Day 2 to Leon Kinvig Hut overnight then day 3 out 

to Kashmir Rd. 

Mod  Cost to be calculated. Hut fees 2 one ticket or $5 huts. 

 

Oct 21, 22 or 23   Manawatu Gorge  Dorothy Symes   345 7039 

Sat, Sun  You'll need a leg-stretcher this long weekend and where better than 

or Mon  the Manawatu Gorge Track? It's a perennial favourite. Dorothy 

  will choose the best of the three days weatherwise. This may be a 

  crossover, depending on numbers. 

Easy/Mod Approx cost $15 

 

Oct 28-29 Trains Hut   Brian Doughty   345 1135 

Sat-Sun Brian goes back to the era when Trains Hut was a regular on our 

trips list. Now we don't do much in the Waitotara but Brian 

reckons it’s time to get back to our roots. Check out the site of the 

once stately house at Kapara and wander along the track beside the 

Waitotara River to this delightful hut, visiting a lovely waterfall on 

the way. 

Mod  Approx cost $18 plus hut fee -- one ticket ($5) 
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Oct 28 or 2 Kapakapanui Circuit   Val Wackrow   027 688 8801 

Sat or Sun This is a lovely circuit in the western Tararua near Waikanae. 

There are some steeper bits on this good, well-marked track but the 

rewards are some great views of the main Tararua ranges. Val will 

choose the better day.  

Mod  Approx cost $24 

 

Nov 4  Pot Luck Dinner Sandra Rogers   348 7630 

Sat Sandra is famous for her hospitality. So gather at 1 Lancewood 

Place at 6pm bearing food and enjoy a great night of chat and 

scrumptious eats. No need to phone, just turn up. 

 

Nov 5  Rhodo/Cafe Ramble  Sandra Rogers   348 7630 

Sun It's rhodo time and Sandra is off to check out the scene in Taranaki. 

Bring extra money for admittance to gardens plus the obligatory 

cafe stop. 8.30am start.  

Easy  Cost to be calculated 

 

Nov 8  Trips meeting   Dave Scoullar  343 2836 

Wed Gosh, it's barely summer and we are meeting to ponder trips next 

autumn, March to May. Be in on the action by joining Dave at 7 
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Wairere Rd at 7.30pm or phone him with your trip ideas or 

requests.  

 

Nov 11-12 More of Turangi   Margret McKinnon  344 3899 

Sat–Sun Margret is taking a relaxed weekend trip to Turangi. Saturday - Mt 

Tauhara or Opepe North and South Tracks (Taupo - Napier Rd). 

Sunday - Urchin Trig, Kaimanawas or Tongariro River Trail. 

Plenty to choose from and can be changed to what people would 

like. Private accommodation. Could leave Friday evening if that 

suited everyone. 

Easy/Mod Approx cost $45 

 

Nov 11  Wharite Peak  Dave Scoullar  343 2836 

Sat You've seen the peak towering above Woodville, now get a close-

up view with Dave, climbing there via Coppermine Creek. Plenty 

of magnificent views are the reward for a steady climb. Rangitikei 

and South Wairarapa tramping clubs have been invited to join us. 

Mod  Approx cost $18 

 

Nov 13-20 Rotorua Ramblings   Jacky Evans  345 6858 

Mon-Mon This trip will link up with the Rotorua Tramping Club for several 

tramps along with interesting tramps around Lake Tarawera and 

other walks in the area. The trip is full but if you are interested in 

being on the waiting list contact Jacky. 

 

Nov 18 or 19 New Sledge Circuit   Val Wackrow  027 688 8801 

Sat or Sun A new bridge over the Kahuterawa Stream on the Sledge Track 

near Palmerston North has opened up some fresh tramping 

opportunities in the nearby hills. This tramp got a thumbs-up from 

the Wednesday Wanderers in July. Join Val as we explore new 

territory. She will choose the better day. 

Mod  Approx cost $15   

 

Nov 25-26 Puniwhakau to Aotuhia   Basil Hooper  346 5597 

Sat-Sun The plan is to start at the Puniwhakau Road end, up to the 

letterbox junction and across to Omaru Hut for the night. Next day 

along the Matemateaonga Track to the Kurapete Track and down 

the old road to Aotuhia -- home of the "Bridge to Somewhere".  

Mod  Cost to be calculated.  

 
Tramper alert:  Midweek from 20 November Tracey Hooper plans a multi-day northern 

crossing of the Tararua. More details next Tramper. If interested contact Tracey 346 5597. 
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MULTI-DAY TRAMPS ARE MEMORABLE 
By Dave Scoullar 

  Most of the national and forest parks we visit offer what can be called "classic" 

multi-day tramps. In recent months we have run such tramps in Tongariro National 

Park, Tararua Forest Park and Egmont National Park. They were round Mt 

Ruapehu (6 days), the Powell Hut-Jumbo Hut circuit (3 days), and the Pouakai 

Circuit (2 days). Another "classic" is proposed for November -- the Tararua 

Northern Crossing. 

  It would be good if we could plan more "classics" this coming summer. Aside from 

the many South Island possibilities, those closer to hand include: 

  Egmont National Park: Round the mountain. 

  Tongariro National Park: Northern circuit. 

  Whanganui National Park: Matemateonga Track; Kaiwhakauka/Mangapurua 

valleys. 

  Tararua Forest Park: Southern Crossing; Dundas/Cattle Ridge; Otaki Forks/Kime/

Renata circuit; Otaki Forks/Maungahuka circuit. 

  Ruahine Forest Park: Iron Gate/Top Gorge circuit; Longview/Howletts circuit. 

  Waitotara: Puniwhakau/Trains Hut. 

  Weekend trips are good but multi-days bring a real sense of satisfaction, of 

something achieved. We are looking for suggestions for our next trips meeting on 8 

November. Also it would be good for club members to step up and offer to lead, or 

at least share in the leadership. Remember it is your club and your choices matter. 

 
 
 
 
 

Clever Detective Work!! 
   Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson went on a camping trip. After a good meal, they 

lay down for the night and went to sleep. Some hours later, Holmes awoke and 

nudged his faithful friend. Holmes said: “Watson, look up and tell me what you 

see”. 

   Watson said: “I see a fantastic panorama of countless stars”. 

   Holmes: “And what does that tell you?” 

   Watson pondered for a moment: “Astronomically, it tells me that there are 

millions of galaxies and potentially billions of planets. Astrologically, I observe that 

Saturn is in Leo. Horologically, I deduce that the time is approximately a quarter 

past three. Theologically, I can see that God is all powerful and that we are small 

and insignificant. Meteorologically, I suspect that we will have a beautiful day 

tomorrow.” 

   “Why? – What does it tell you, Holmes?” 

   Holmes was silent for a moment then spoke: “Someone has stolen our tent.” 
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TRAMPING TUCKER  

BY UNCLE HAL 
 

Chocolate Slice   

  In a saucepan put 1 cup of sugar, 225gm butter, 1 tablespoon 

of cocoa, 1 tablespoon of syrup. Melt and add 2 cups of flour, 

1 cup of coconut, 1 heaped teaspoon of baking powder, a 

pinch of salt, 1 teaspoon of vanilla. Bake 15 minutes at 

350deg. Ice while still hot, if required. 

 

August 2017 Quiz 
1. Which NZ tree has five species including black, silver and mountain? 

2. Our club's original badge featured what tree? 

3. According to a Tuwharetoa tribal legend, the pulsating heart of Maui's fish (the 

North island) is what? 

4. In his book Tramping in New Zealand, which hut did Shaun Barnett describe as 

"possibly NZ's ugliest hut"? 

5. Which katipo spider is dangerous to humans -- male or female? 

6. Which country in 2016 inaugurated Mountain Day Holiday, aimed at 

encouraging people to appreciate the country's natural attractions? 

7. How many "remote experience zones" are there in Tongariro National Park? 

8. What did Rudyard Kipling call the 8th wonder of the world? 

9. Which hut was named hut of the year in the Wilderness magazine outdoor 

awards in 2016? 

10. According to Maori legend, which native tree is on the moon? 

QUIZ ANSWERS 

1. Beech 

2. Nikau 

3. Lake Taupo 

4. Luxmore Hut 

5. Female 

6. Japan 

7. Two -- Hauhungatahi and Te Tatau Pounamu 

8. The road to Milford Sound 

9. Ivory Lake Hut on the West Coast 

10. Ngaio -- when the moon god dragged Rona, a Maori maid, to the moon she held 

onto a Nagio which was ripped out of the ground and taken up with her. It can be 

seen at full moon -- look hard! 
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BOMBS 
 

  Cooler weather has not affected the 

numbers of cyclists coming out on a 

Tuesday morning.  Even on one very damp 

morning we had four turn up at the I-site for 

their morning ride. 

  This quarter we had a very successful trip to 

to the New Plymouth cycleway on the 

waterfront. The weather was magnificent

(see report below). 

  More out of town trips are in the planning 

stages with the next trip being in early 

August to cycle along the new Peka Peka 

motorway. 
  Carolyn Shingleton 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bombing New Plymouth 

Tue 6 Jun 2017 

Scribe: Barbara Gordon 

  Quite a procession headed for New Plymouth: 1 van, 1 bike trailer, 11 bikes (2 

electric), 2 cars plus 4 bikes - and 15 pairs of bike pants some of them lycra  – out to 

discover what New Plymouth’s coastal walk/cycleway had to offer.  Mt Taranaki 

lifted its curtains tantalisingly to reveal glimpses of summit.  We parked and 

unloaded at the aquatic centre, and for a warm-up rode to a nearby café for pre-ride 

fortification.  

  New Plymouth’s coastal walkway is a wonderful asset and I was surprised at its 

length and the features en route.  A drone was at work near the Te Rewa Rewa 

bridge, inspecting for damage, we were told.   Many walkers and cyclists were out 

enjoying the sunshine, offering friendly greetings to our group.  

  After fast and daring circuits of the velodrome, we emerged at Bell Block and 

picnicked on the beachfront, beholding a wide seascape and the remarkable cliffs to 

the north. The walkway is to be extended to Waitara, making for a longer ride, but 

we were content with our three hours’ worth.  

   The boys are faster at loading the trailer now – thanks to the loaders and drivers.  

The girls watched with admiration.  Hawera McDonalds was a pleasant finish to a 

thoroughly satisfying day out.   

Dave  -   A hiker or a biker? 
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Photo Competition   
(Basil Hooper) 

  The 2017 club photography competition was again a successful celebration of our 

outdoor adventures over the last year and the 60 entries made for an entertaining 

evening’s viewing. Our judge this year was Vonnie Cave whose long passion for 

photography and vast experience made for great feedback on our photographic 

endeavours. This year Vonnie chose to judge the entries by viewing the digital 

images on her computer rather than viewing 4x6 inch prints. This appears to be the 

logical way to do it, and next year our competition will be digital only with no prints 

required.  

  I have been approached by a few people suggesting it is time to have another 

category rather than the overseas category. So from now on we will have a set 

subject for the year. This year the subject will be “Wild Water”.  Like the other 

categories it should be taken in the context of getting out there and exploring our 

wonderful landscape. So don't forget your camera next trip!! 

 

Photo Competition Results 

Human Interest – Novice 
First Equal  Dorothy Symes         A breather on the Alps to Ocean 

  Carolyn Shingleton     Two friends at the Tasman Glacier 

 

Second Equal Dorothy Symes    Respite 

Mike Miller Toasting marshmallows at Waihaha hut 

on our first tramp  with Grandad  

  

Human Interest – Open 
First  Diane Harries  Andra being very obedient – Old Coach    

     Road tramp  

 

Second Equal Esther Williams  Brian below Kime hut 

  Tracey Hooper   Resting in the Kaimanawas  

 

Third  Esther Williams  Tea for two at Herepai hut, Tararua range

  

 

Pictorial – Novice 
First  Shane McCulloch Syme hut after a storm 

 

Second  Dorothy Symes  Putangirua Pinnacles 
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Third Equal Barry Hopper  Emerald Lakes, Tongariro Alpine 

     Crossing 

  Shane McCulloch Dome Ridge 

 

Pictorial – Open 
First   Tracey Hooper  Through the looking glass 

 

Second      Diane Harries   The world at our feet. Mounts Tongariro 

     and Ngauruhoe from  Ruapehu, in 

     August  

 

Third Equal Royce Johnson  View from Ruapehu to the Pinnacles with 

     three climbers on the  tops                       

Diane Harries  I see the steps...oh there’s a ladder too... 

and there’s someone on the top! The 

Pinnacles, Kauaeranga Valley, 

Coromandel 

 

Natural History – Novice  
First                     Dorothy Symes  Kidney Ferns 

 

Second                 Dorothy Symes  Penguins 

 

Third Equal         Shane McCulloch Waipakihi River 

                             Mike Miller  Poplar Grove on the Alps to Ocean 

 

Natural History – Open 
First Equal           Esther Williams  Centipede with young, Waitahinga 

                             Heather Mackenzie Southern Bell Frog 

 

Second   Diane Harries  Oh! I have broken my wing and I am easy 

     prey... Coromandel – Lynch Stream Bay 

     – shore dotterel 

                              

Third Equal  Royce Johnson  Pied Stilt at Miranda January 2017 

   Heather Mackenzie Gentiana bellidifolia  

 

Overseas – Novice 
First   Mike Miller  Dinner time in the Kalaharis 

 

Second   Mike Miller  I am watching you! 

 

Overseas – Open 
First   Heather Mackenzie Vietnamese fishing boat 
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   Limericks 
A bold leader by the name of John Vine 
Promised all on his trip would be fine 

Though it's tough in some parts 
Not too much for old farts 

And in the end you'll say "how divine" 
 

Lyneke's our cycling queen 
There are few places she hasn't been 

On two wheels and a prayer 
Answering each challenge and dare 
Was there ever a cyclist so keen? 

 
An eager fellow is our Royce 
Nice bloke, one of the boys,   

He's good with his hands 
Wood, cement, rubber bands 

And he seldom raises his voice 

Second Equal  Ridgway Lythgow Aspiring model, Panama City 

   Ridgway Lythgow Whitefaced monkey, Panama City 

 

Third   Barbara Gordon Early morning, Strahan Tasmania 

 

 

Winning photos can be seen on pages 30 and 31. All photos entered in the 

competition can be viewed on our website  www.wanganuitramping club.net 

Select weekend trips/ competition results. 
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    PACK TALK  AUGUST 2017 
 

The essence of Hell is a perpetual holiday. -- George Bernard Shaw 

 

August is a big month for John Hamling -- he collects his Gold Card. Meanwhile, 

Brian Sixtus turns 70 in September; too bad he'll be back south when it comes to 

party hard. And we overlooked a couple of significant birthdays recently past -- 

Suzanne Roberts (65 and proud possessor of a shiny new Gold Card) and Laurel 

Stowell (60). 

 

Brian Sixtus' round of farewell events included a pot luck at Dorothy Symes' 

attended by some 50 people. Trust Brian Doughty to tell him that they were there 

because of the food. Brian S was presented with an apron with the somewhat 

mysterious (to him) wording: Love is in the chocolate. 

 

Heading off to USA, Trevor and Julie Kearse were surprised when 16 Tuesday 

bikers rode out to the airport to see them off. 

  

Good old spellchecker!  Don’t trust it.  Spellchecker does mischievous things like 

turning Wanganui Tramping Club into W Trampling Club.  “The Wanganui 

Trampler”  does have a certain ring to it.  

 

Group of youthful roadworkers waved the BOMBS bikers through, one of whom 

called “This is what old people do for fun.” The Y-R responded, “Which is the fun 

bit?” 

 

The hapless Sandra R emerges after paying for the diesel, just in time to see her van 

speeding away without her. Fortunately, a spare seat in the Mazda.  Her face, a 

picture. 

 

Carolyn S and Jeanette P find themselves on the after-dinner speaker circuit, with a 

re-run for local Rotary club of their Alps to Ocean bike ride. Singing for their supper. 

 

Thoughts of Margaret Walford, who would have turned 80 years on 16 June. The 

Wanganui Camera Club has introduced a landscape trophy in her memory. Look 

for an acknowledgement of Marg in our photo competition next year. 

 

Congrats to Sandra van der Lubbe – her sepia photograph of the church at 

Upokongaro was the winning entry in the 2017 Western Institute of Architecture 

photographic competition. The award came with a nice cheque as well.  

 

And congrats to Diane Harries and Don Gordon, winner and runner-up  
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respectively, for the best report in the Tramper 2016-17, as judged by Barbara 

Gordon. Diane reported on summiting Mt Ruapehu in the snow and Don on an 

incident-filled tramp in Harrex Forest at Maxwell. Each was awarded a pot of crab 

apple jelly. 

 

And still more congrats to Barbara Gordon, who received the Doughty Boot Award 

at the AGM for her conscientious proof-reading of the Tramper magazine.  

 

Don G’s Party Trick shows rare and impressive talent: the bull-bellow.  Heifers on 

faraway hill tops certainly prick their ears and take notice.  Ask Don for a 

demonstration. 

 

Jude H, too tired to take off her muddy boots, simply wrapped them in supermarket 

bags for the trip home. Didn’t stop her wearing them into a crowded dairy for her  

icecream, either. 

 

Nude tramping, as mentioned in the last Tramper, has given rise to some comments, 

including “The older we get, the better we look in clothes.”  Who would argue?  

 

“Earle, if this is a ‘moderate’, what would you class as ‘hard’ ?”  

 

We wish a big "all the best and come back soon" to Wednesday regular David Beech 

who is recovering from major surgery. 

 

The cop must have wondered what he had here when he pulled Dorothy S over for a 

chat and she was wearing a tiara! Maybe we will have to curtsey when we see her in 

future. 

 

The walk around Brenda Collins' farm at Mangamahu led past several large red 

puddles which we surmised was blood. Brenda's explanation: "That's from the last 

tramper who failed to close the gate." 

 

There are many reasons for not turning up for a tramp but Barry H has a better 

excuse than most -- a tree fell and blocked his drive. 

 

All four women on the round Ruapehu tramp had new Aarn packs so they called 

themselves the Aarn Girls. 

 

Tracey Hooper's knitting activity in Rangipo hut caught the attention of a Korean 

tramper there who told her it reminded her of his grandmother knitting. 

 

And a tramper doing needlepoint work caught our attention at Powell hut. 

Particularly since it was a bloke. Seems the only time he does it is on tramps. 

 

"The wind wouldn't let the tide go out," said the Earle of Turner, explaining why a 
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Thursday beach walk didn't go quite as planned. The explanation was greeted by 

laughter at the club meeting. 

 

Bad luck Barbara Francis! By a twist of fate her Manawatu Gorge tramp coincided 

with the decision to close the walk for one day to check for myrtle rust. 

 

We know how long it takes to do tramps. Sometimes we know how far it is. On the 

Waipuku Circuit trip, Raewyn Sharrock logged how many footsteps she did -- 

20,000. Her long-legged partner Hamilton Ngapo logged 17,000. 

 

The Wednesday group's working bee on part of the Atene Skyline Track was a 

useful exercise but, unfortunately, didn't help a solo runner who went up the 

southern end in May, lost the track and had to overnight in the bush. 

 

As Barbara Gordon reports, "the baby has now grown beyond toddlerhood and was 

put up for adoption." As a result Carolyn Shingleton is now facilitator/co-ordinator/

general guardian of the BOMBS Tuesday bikers.  

 

"Every tramper should carry a tampon," declared Basil Hooper after a Dutch tourist 

at Holly Hut recommended tampons as fire-lighters. 

 

The annual quiz was a great success with nine teams of four vying to be 2017 

champs. Going into the last round three teams were on the same score but Ridgy 

Lythgoe, Juliet Kojis and Sue and Vince McBride got there by a nose. And if you 

are wondering, Juliet did not benefit from any pillow talk with quizmaster Dee Ess. 

 

Dorothy does a great job sending out reminders on tramps but maybe she had 

Walmart on her mind when she promoted the Mikimiki Walway. 

 

Psssst! If you dent a van, please report this to the committee. Accidents will and do 

happen. They won't bite your head off but it's frustrating when dents appear with no 

explanation. 

 

Long Drop isn't immune to stuff ups so let's put the record straight: Lyneke 

Onderwater doesn't have an electric bike, though she doesn't oppose them and has 

used them occasionally. She adds: "Cycling is my main form of exercise and 

although I grumble if I need to climb my homeward hill (80m higher than town) 

more than once in a day, that is not enough to make me want to buy one (electric 

bike) just yet." 

 

Lyneke leads the Whanganui Bicycle Users Group and sends out a newsletter once a 

month. It contains tips, events, discounts and other cycle-related items. She says if 

anyone wants to be on the list (it's free) you can email wbug@can.org.nz 

They also have a Facebook page.  
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The AGM acknowledged the generosity of Brian Sixtus for his work at Possum 

Lodge over many years; and to Nelson Tizard for reviewing the club's annual 

accounts for 20 years. 

 

Backgrounding his introduction to tramping with the club some 20 years ago, Brian 

told the AGM he is especially grateful to Iain Elliot. When Iain pulled out it gave 

him the chance to go south with Bruce and Lynda Lacey, an eventful first outing 

with the club. He later made a second trip with them. 

 

A write up about Brian in Midweek was accompanied by a photo of him pushing 

Esther Williams in a wheel barrow at Kings Creek Hut in 2008. He reminded Long 

Drop that a similar photo was taken at the same hut four years later, this time with 

Val Wackrow in the barrow.   

 

Long Drop has been told of more Wanganui Masters Games medallists -- Ross 

McBeth (a bunch, as usual) and Shane Wilson. Kevin Ross also returned from the 

World Masters with a nice set of medals, a good effort as he was hampered by a 

hand injury. Any other clubbies unacknowledged at either games -- congrats and 

sorry! 

 

BOMB coffee drinkers got more than flat whites at a Whanganui cafe -- they also got 

a flat reception. After a less than legendary experience they won't go there again. 

 

Hullo stranger! Ex-member David Hine, now resident in Taupo, joined the 

Wednesday team for a walk to Waiaua Gorge Hut during a visit to house-sit for 

Anne Caseley and Iain Elliot. He enjoyed meeting up with some old club colleagues. 

 

Thumbs Up from the Manawatu Tramping and Skiing Club which recently visited 

the Waitahinga Trails. The trip report in their magazine concluded: "This is a 

rewarding tramp with some easy walking, some physical challenges on the ascent 

and descent, interesting variety in bush and views along with some majestic, ancient 

tree specimens." 

 

Return to sender, please! Dick Mitchell managed to lose his walking pole when 

stumbling in the Makotuku Stream while on a Wednesday wander to 

Mangaturuturu Hut. Keep an eye out next time you pass that way. 

 

You know how Wednesday folk love to race away when the van returns from their 

tramp. It's hard to do when you've left your lights on and the car battery is flat. 

Luckily Bruce Thomas was on hand with jumper leads to rescue Juliet Kojis. 

 

Wednesday wisdom (?) from John Newton: "The tramping club is where you go to 

die." Ouch! 
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We've come across drones on a couple of recent outings. The BOMBS group saw 

one on the New Plymouth coastal track and an Asian tramper had one at Pouakai 

hut in Egmont National Park. 

 

Some trampers, like birds, fly away to warmer places in winter. Our folk who have 

done that recently are too many to name but destinations include UK, Italy, 

Canada, USA, Peru, Vietnam, Cambodia, Myanmar, Laos, Borneo, Samoa, South 

Africa, Botswana, Cook Islands and Australia.  

 

The name of this clubbie is being withheld to preserve his dignity, but we hear he 

wandered out in the night to the long drop and therein found his sleeping bag liner 

was trailing along, tucked in the back of his pants. 

 

On the round Ruapehu tramp pine-clearing veteran Dee Ess was delighted to spot 

and kill a pinus contorta close to Mangaehuehu hut. 

 

Helpful hint: When pouring from a billy, let the contents run out over one side where 

the handle is attached. It's easier to control. 
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 Keilawarra Station 

Whangaehu River 
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Photo 

Competition 

Winners 

2017 

Human Interest - Novice   First Equal 

Human Interest  -  Open 

Pictorial  -  Novice 

Pictorial  -  Open 
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Natural History  -  Novice 

Natural History  -  Open   First equal 

Overseas  -  Novice 

Overseas  -  Open 

See page 21 for 

names of 

photographers 

and titles of 

photographs 

Natural History  -  Open   

 First equal 
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Glamorous Trampers!  Dorothy and Margret 

Sharron - Young at Heart! Tokomaru 
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Outdoors News 
Expansion plans follow windfall 

  Great news for DOC at last -- the Government will invest $76 million through 

Budget 2017 on new and upgraded tourism infrastructure for the department as part 

of a $178 million tourism infrastructure package. Conservation Minister Maggie 

Barry said expanding the Great Walks network, with two new Great Walks, and the 

developing day and shorter walks, will help take pressure off popular attractions 

such as the Tongariro Crossing. There is also funding to upgrade the Pouakai 

Crossing in Egmont National Park and DOC is considering expanding the camp 

grind at Mangahuia in Tongariro National Park. 

  The funding is made up of $44.6 million operating funding over four years and 

$31.3 million capital and includes: $23 million to improve visitor experiences; $11.4 

million to improve DOC’s online services to the public and introduce more 

customer-focused technology and a new booking service; $12.7 million to expand 

the Great Walks network; $5.7 million to develop Great Short Walks and Great Day 

Walks; and $19.8 million to upgrade tourist facilities.   

 

Great Walks now cost more 

  DOC has increased hut and 

campsite charges on some Great 

Walks. New charges are 

designed to increase revenue by 

about $880,000 a year, which 

will go some way to bridging a 

funding gap. DOC is confident 

it will not significantly reduce 

demand or participation. Price 

changes are based around each 

walk's demand profile, with the 

highest-use tracks getting the 

largest increase. The Great 

Walks are now operating at 

more than 90 per cent capacity 

in summer. During the past 

three years there has been a 35 

per cent increase in use. 

  The general price increase for 

huts on seven of the nine Great 

Walks (excluding the 

Whanganui Journey and Lake 

Waikaremoana) ranges from 6 

per cent to 30 per cent (from $2 

to $16 more per night) 
Great Walks of New Zealand 
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depending on the track's demand profile. The Milford Track has the highest increase 

of 30 per cent (from $54 to $70 per night). Campsite fees which increase on four of 

the eight tracks that have campsites range from 7 per cent to 11 per cent (from $1 to 

$2 more per night) depending on track use. DOC has introduced seasonal pricing for 

huts on the Abel Tasman and Rakiura tracks. The kids-go-free policy remains in 

place. 

 

Visitors to pay more, too 

  Overseas visitors will soon pay more to use our huts, tracks and conservation 

facilities. This was revealed by Conservation Minister Maggie Barry in welcoming 

the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment Jan Wright’s report on saving 

New Zealand’s native birds and her endorsement of Predator Free 2050.   

  Ms Barry said Dr Wright had suggested a nature levy on overseas visitors "but we 

think that’s a blunt instrument. A tax on tourists could deter people from visiting 

New Zealand and as a Government we are not in favour of it. What we do support, 

and what we are planning to implement, is a user-pays approach, with differential 

charging for huts, tracks and other conservation facilities." 

  She said that through a new booking system overseas visitors will pay higher fees 

than New Zealanders who already contribute to DOC through their taxes. The 

revenue will be reinvested in biodiversity protection, as well as upkeep and 

development of facilities. 

 

Getting on top of wilding pines 

  Wilding pines control work has nearly reached its first year target of a million 

hectares according to Primary Industries Minister Nathan Guy and Conservation 

Minister Maggie Barry. Wilding pines already cover more than 1.8 million hectares 

and until now have been spreading at about 5 per cent a year. 

   The National Wilding Conifer Control Programme was put in place in 2016 to 

prevent their spread and systematically remove them from much of the land already 

taken over. Last year the Government 

committed an additional $16 million to 

wilding control over the next four years 

and that is on top of an $11 million 

already spent each year.  

  Control work has involved targeted 

aerial spraying of individual trees in 

remote areas where there is light wilding 

infestation, and ground control in more 

heavily infested areas. The programme 

this year covers 14 initial priority areas, 

including extensive areas of conservation 

land and farmland in the central North 

Island, Marlborough, Canterbury, Otago 

and Southland. 
Wilding Pines 
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Hut-fixers get financial boost 

  The Outdoor Recreation Consortium, which has been restoring and maintaining 

huts and tracks in the remote backcountry, is being given certainty of funding for the 

next two years. The Consortium, led by Federated Mountain Clubs, NZ 

Deerstalkers’ Association and Trail Fund New Zealand, will be granted $350,000 a 

year for the next two years from the DOC Community Fund. 

  The group co-ordinates volunteers to paint and renovate huts that are off the beaten 

track, but are still hugely valued by hunters and trampers across the country. A large 

portion of the funding goes towards flying materials into remote areas, while 

volunteers carry out the work on the ground. The work has encouraged volunteers to 

take ownership of the places they care about and it’s helped increase awareness of 

conservation issues. 

   So far the Consortium has maintained or enhanced 60 huts and 500km of track 

with 869 volunteers working for nearly 21,000 hours. DOC has more than 950 huts 

and 14,000km of track to maintain around the country and the partnership 

contributes to the programme of developing these facilities. 

 

Beetles killing off heather  

  Tiny beetles let loose in Tongariro National Park in 1996 

are starting to make a difference killing off heather. Along 

parts of SH47 a 1km swathe of heather is dead and grey and 

all but 10 percent of the heather in a wetland near National 

Park has been killed. DOC says the beetles' impact suddenly 

exploded last year.  

  More is to come because they are being collected and 

moved to other parts of the park and a more robust species 

has yet to be added. The native vegetation under the dead heather is starting to come 

through. It's been a long campaign and there are many years of it yet.  

  Heather was introduced into the park between 1912 and 1921 to feed grouse as the 

plan was to have grouse shooting as a sport. This was stopped on the advice of 

scientists but it was too late as the 

heather had taken hold and by the 

1960s it was out of control. Club 

members, notably Graeme Wilson 

and the late Tom Luff, have 

spearheaded efforts to remove 

heather from the Mangaturuturu 

Valley. What happens to the 

beetles after the heather dies? They 

die, too. 

   

   

 
 Heather Plants 
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TT2 Trip Reports 
(Carolyn Shingleton) 

13 Apr:  An overcast morning with a walk for nine around the streets of St Johns 

Hill and Virginia Lake. 

 

27 Apr: Fifteen met on the River Walkway and walked over Cobham Bridge to 

Landguard Bluff.  A very sunny morning. 

 

11 May: Eleven met at Springvale Stadium starting via Grey Street on a very damp 

morning and making our way down to Heads Road and back via Carlton Ave, 

taking in a short section of the River Walkway.  Fred Verschoor kindly opened up 

his home in Purnell Street for our morning tea stop. 

 

25 May: There were 25 for our walk from Kowhai Park up Ikitara Road zig-zag and 

around Bastia Hill, returning to Kowhai Park for morning tea in the sun. 

 

8 Jun: Linda Norton led our group around the mountainbike tracks of Lake Wiritoa. 

A spectacular day with 21 people attending. 

 

22 Jun: An overcast morning had 12 of us catching a bus to Aramoho Park then 

walking back to town via Somme Parade. 

 

6 July: Walk from Peat Street car park, over Aramoho Railway Bridge via Eastown 

Road, to Kowhai Park  for morning tea and back via Dublin Street Bridge. 18 people 

attended.  Weather -  Sunny and no wind. 

 

20 July: We met at the Aramoho Shopping Centre and walked along Somme Parade 

and up the Roberts Ave Hill. 

Excellent views of snow-capped hills from the top.  We returned via Te Mana Park/ 

Brunswick Road. 12 people attended. Weather - A cool, overcast morning.  
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WTC Trip Reports 
Ngauruhoe Summit and Crater 

Tue 18 Apr 2017 

Scribe: Shane Wilson 

  We packed the van and left at 6:10am, arriving at about 8:00am at our destination. 

It took us approximately half an hour to find a car park, as there were plenty of 

vehicles already parked up. As we started out on our trek to the base of Ngauruhoe, 

we encountered many others who were doing the Tongariro crossing. Most seemed 

to be visitors from overseas, wearing various clothing and footwear attire, one young 

lady wearing what seemed to be trousers and a bra.  

  After a couple of hours we reached the base of the mountain, and after a quick 

water break we started our ascent. This is where we met barefooted Stephen, a 

fellow tramper from Wellington. After one and a half hours climbing we stopped for 

lunch on a rocky outcrop, and then proceeded onwards, misty cloud rolling in. An 

hour later we arrived at the outer rim, to be greeted with magnificent views. Then 

appearing out of the mist below was a rescue helicopter, landing no more than 50 

metres from us. A tramper had injured a leg and needed assistance. From there we 

traversed through scattered snow to the crater with its orange-red rock scoria and 

heated vents. After a brief sleety shower we started our descent downwards, moon-

walking the loose scree and keeping a vigilant eye out for loose rocks that might be 

tumbling our way.  

  After an exhilarating hour we 

were down and on our way back 

to the car park. Two hours later, 

with failing light and a heavy 

shower of rain, we reached the 

van and loaded our gear. A 

blood-red setting sun was to be 

seen as we started our return 

journey back to Wanganui. 

Stopping for a hot chocolate we 

finally arrived home at 8:30pm, 

tired and weary from the day’s 

adventure. 

On trip were: Esther Williams, Sue Haden, Shane Wilson, Ross McBeth and Pat 

Gallagher.  

 

More Rangitikei Reserves  

Sat 29 April 2017   

Scribe: Graeme Aitken 

  This group of walks was a follow-on from the Rangitikei Reserves in September 

2016 - two repeated and two different. We first visited Sutherlands Turakina, 

followed by Sutherland Mangahoe, both through native bush.  There was an 
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abundance of birdlife and some were quite vocal.  The fungi were very colourful and 

all different shapes and sizes.  Some even looked like muffins. 

  Further along the road was Laird's Reserve, both farmland and bush.  We had 

lunch on the bush edge.  Finally, Bruce Reserve just south of Hunterville.  At the 

entrance you could see where State Highway One was.   

  The weather was kind to us although there were a few spits.  There was some 

autumn colour but a lot of the trees had already lost their leaves.  We had a coffee 

stop on the way home and arrived in Wanganui about 3pm.  Those on the walk: 

Graeme Aitken (leader), Nikki Wink, Dianne Weeks and Roger Kealey. 

 

Castlecliff to Kai Iwi and Back – A Visitor’s Eye View 

Thurs 4 May 201 

Scribe: Lola Brown ( from Perth) 

  The Thursday group led by Earle Turner welcomed me warmly with many 

trampers introducing themselves.  I was presented with the impressively weighty 

Wanganui Tramper  an informative and humorous insight into the activities of this 

lively and engaging group of people. 

  We reached Castlecliff beach after a short drive and made our way down to the 

firmer sand with its unusual black colour.  Driftwood trunks and branches lay thick 

upon the beach like throngs of sun-seeking beachgoers at Bondi. The weather was 

sunny and bright with a light breeze, making for pleasant chats. 

  We headed for the nearest massive tree trunk at tea time and perched like sparrows 

in the sun.  An easy comaraderie was evident as we progressed along the windswept 

coast.  I enjoyed hearing about the lives and experiences of some of the members. 

  A highlight was the church-like arch not far from Kai Iwi beach which offered a 

great photo opportunity.  We had to turn back before the final destination due to an 

incoming tide.  The wind gusted strongly at our backs as we retraced our steps, and I 

was glad to hear that, although 20 years younger than some, I was not the only one 

who felt weary for the last half hour.  The banter as we made our way back through 

the Wanganui rush hour traffic caused a chuckle.  Thank you all for making me so 

welcome.   

 

Hilltops Walk with Rangitikei TC, Hunterville 

Sat 6 May 2017 

Scribe: Barbara Gordon 

  Four Rangitikei clubbers led us a merry race up and down, over and across the 

steep farmland typical of this region.  More ups than downs it seemed, but our 

labours were rewarded with far-away views. On the right day Ruapehu and 

Taranaki are both visible from one spot, but today’s hazy horizon meant non-

delivery. 

  I thought of the mavellous Shepherds’ Schemozzle, appreciating why local 

properties are ideal for this bizarre event. Mercifully though, we were spared the 

challenges of mud slides, curry pies and fizzy drink while attempting to finish the 
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race.  But the ongaonga bit a couple and another’s muddy backside brought forth 

borrowed orange-and-pink trou from Donna, our host.    

  We lingered in warm autumn sunshine in the Hayes vast bloke’s-shed, enjoying 

legendary farmhouse hospitality for which Rangitikei club is famous.  Loath to take 

leave of an extremely satisfying day were Ady G, Helen A, Jacky E, Jim & Barb G, 

Victoria K, Yvonne N, and Visitor-From-Wainuiomata Anne Royle, under the 

leadership of Andy Beck. 

 

 

Burn Hut – Tararua Forest Park 

Wed 10 May 2017 

Scribe: Graham Sutcliffe 

  There were 22 present on this day, two 

of whom were prospective 

members.  The track starts at the far side 

of the Mangahao No. 2 Dam behind 

Shannon.  It sidles down the true right of 

the river for approximately one 

hour.  Care has to be taken, for there are 

many tree roots and slippery rocks. 
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Unfortunately two members slipped on this day: one onto his knee forcing a return 

to the van and the other onto the back of his head on the return.   

  After leaving the river it climbed quite steadily for another hour to the bush 

line.  Once into the leatherwood tops the track follows the ridge for another hour to 

Burn Hut. When we reached the leatherwoods the party split into two with 11 under 

the leadership of Barry Hopper making it to the hut, and the rest lunching and then 

making their way back to the van. 

 

Opunake Walkway 

Sat 13 May 2017 

Scribe: Sandra Rogers 

  Fourteen cheerful people headed off to the Opunake Walkway. This was to be led 

by Dave Scoullar, but due to a knee injury it was now led by Dorothy Symes and 

Sandra Rogers. 

  Very indifferent weather: chilly, some rain, strong wind and sunshine. All the same 

it was a very pleasant day walking around the Opunake Lake and Sea Cliff Tops. 

  On the trip were Dorothy Symes, Sandra Rogers, Bev Sinclair, Diane Weeks, Ady 

Gilbert, Barbara and Jim Gordon, Jill Richardson, Victoria Kay, Anne Condon, 

Anne-Marie Harper, Susan Marr, Brigitte Hund and Ross McBeth. 

 

Mangaone Walkway 

Wed 17 May 2017 

Scribe: Bruce Thomas 

  Mangaone walkway is barely into the Tararua foothills, starting east of Te Horo 

and ending at Ngatiawa Rd near Waikanae. 

  After turning off the main road, signs did not coincide with the map and nobody’s 

memory recall seemed to be working, so it was “let’s have a look down here”. 

Fortunately there was a sign down past the school that said Mangaone Walkway 

this way. 

  The walk begins with a few kms of gravel logging road, mainly through 

regenerating bush, followed by pine trees, a couple of creek crossings, an open area 

and then the track proper. 

  The track had its beginnings as a bush tram track and is in good condition with 

modern-day bridges over some of the streams and gullies. 

  At the southern end is a small information shelter which served as a lunch spot out 

of the rain. After lunch the rain stopped for the return trip. 

  A pleasant day was had by Bruce Thomas, Barry Hopper, Esther Williams, Dick 

Mitchell, George Neil, Jacky Evans, John Smith, Margret McKinnon, Shane 

Wilson, Sue Hayden, Sue McBride, Don Gordon and Laurel Stowell 

 

Mangaturutru Hut 

Wed 24 May 2017 

Scribe: David Howard 

  A 6.30am pick up and all on time and raring to go with a full van load of 12.  We 

set off in light rain and cold conditions with patches of snow on the ground. A small 
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trip-up at the first creek saw one lose his pole - dunked his face but somehow 

managed to keep his hands dry and nobody saw it so well done. 

  Landscape in and around the cascades had a look all of its own in the mist and the 

rain, and quite high water levels made it look spectacular. The walk down the 

cascades was quite slippery and slow but all made the bottom without too many 

bruises. We arrived at our hut late morning for early lunch or late morning tea - in 

George's case, both. Very impressed with the hut as this was the first time I had seen 

it being a newbie in the club. Firewood situation is getting pretty low but DOC is 

due to fly some in soon so hopefully all will be good. With the toilets and housework 

done it was time to head back.     

  The trip out was a lot easier and the weather lifted enough to give a completely 

different view of the landscape. Back in the van and off to Ohakune for a coffee.   

  What a great way to spend a Wednesday. I will be back. 

 

Powell-Jumbo Circuit 

Sat-Mon 27-29 May 2017 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  Day 1:  Starting at the Mt Holdsworth car park, the team of seven wander up to 

Powell Hut in overcast weather with a bit of drizzle thrown in. The track is great but 

the many staircases are tiring and we make it in 3:45hr. The hut is half full and it's 

nice to be able to use DOC-provided cooking facilities. 

  Day 2: This is the day we cross the tops to Jumbo Hut and we really want to get 

some views but it's not to be, with low cloud and wet mist all the way. The track is 

well-defined and marked but muddy in places. We reach Jumbo in 3:10hr. A 

downer is finding the hut has run out of gas, so we cook on the wood burner top 

and, luckily, Tracey has brought along her cooker. No one else at the hut.  

  Day 3: The day dawns fine with clear tops. Darn, we are going down again. The 

steep descent to Atiwhakatu Hut is over slippery rocks and roots. We meet a man 

going up to do a repair job at McGregor bivvy but otherwise no other trampers 

around. The car park is reached in 4.35hr and we note the tops are clagged-in again. 

Oh well, maybe no real views that day either.  

  This is a classic three-day tramp covering 24km. I recall doing the whole route in a 

single day on a club trip a few years ago and they have a race over the route each 

January with some runners recording ridiculously short times.  

  On trip: Tracey Hooper, Cherry Channon, Margret McKinnon, Ken Howie, Mark 

Sutherland, Val Wackrow and Dave Scoullar. 

 

Waiaua Gorge Hut 

Wed 31 May 2017 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  Some things never change and neither does the track into Waiaua Gorge Hut in 

Egmont National Park. It's muddy. How muddy depends on how much recent rain 

there has been but it's always muddy. And so it was on this trip, but it wasn't at its 

worst and the team of 21 quickly got adept at walking around particularly noxious 

parts. 
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  After morning tea at the junction 

with the RMT half the party went 

to the nearby plane crash site 

while the others made for the hut. 

We regrouped there for lunch 

with lovely views of the mountain 

appearing and then disappearing 

under clouds.  

  Leader was keen to get away 

because he wanted to get to town 

by dark but halfway back it was 

established his watch had had a 

brain fade and was now running 

one hour ahead! Needless to say we did get back before dark. Another good outing. 

 

Waipuku Circuit 

Sat 3 June 2017 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  The team of 12 headed for Mt Taranaki with high hopes of a good day and sure 

enough the mountain top was clear as we hit Patea, with a fringe of cloud over the 

lower slopes. We started from Stratford Mountain House along the Curtis Falls track 

and stopped near the falls for morning tea.  

  About 45 minutes later we found the unmarked start of the Waipuku track, which 

heads straight up to the RMT. This track is no longer maintained by DOC but some 

good keen men and women have been looking after it. We also found a cave, 

accessed by a low narrow tunnel. 

  The track was easy to follow through low bush all the way to the tussock, a bit 

steep in places. At this stage the lower slopes had clagged in. From the RMT we 

headed past the skifield to the Plateau car park, down the Enchanted Track and back 

to Stratford Mountain House. Total time was 6:40hrs. 

  It was a good workout for all, especially Diane who was on her first tramp for six 

months after breaking her big toe. The tracks were remarkably dry for an area noted 

for mud. 

  On trip: Esther Williams, Susan Marr, Raewyn Sharrock, Hamilton Ngapo, 

Brigitte Hund, Peter Finucane, Barbara Francis, Adrian Pike, Ross McBeth, Tracey 

Hooper, Diane Harries and Dave Scoullar.  

 

 

Turakina farm walk  

Wed 7 June 2017 

Scribe: Sandra Rogers 

  A lovely day eventuated after threatened rain. Over the hills, through long grass 

and through some mud. 16.6 km tramped. Approximately six hours including stops. 

   An enjoyable day. Thank you all for your company. 
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On the trip were Brenda Collins, Bruce Thomas, Diane Harries, Don Gordon, Earle 

Turner, George Neil, Helen Atkinson, Jacky Evans, Margee Campbell, Nelson 

Tizard, Shane Wilson, Victoria Kay and Sandra Rogers (leader). 

 

Mana Island                                                                                                        

Sun 11 Jun 2017 

Scribe: Dorothy Symes 

  This unique trip took much organizing and preparation, with biosecurity 

regulations to consider. Cost was a consideration too but I went ahead, made the 

bookings and then established who wanted the opportunity of such an experience. 

  Seventeen enthusiastic people departed clubrooms at 5.45am, in the dark. The plan 

was to meet Peter Funicane at Mana Marina by 8.30am, for a 9am sailing to Mana 

Island.  We were briefed and checked for anything that could breach Mana’s 

biosecurity, with a further boat safety briefing from the skipper. After a delightful 20-

minute boat ride, we disembarked on to a stony beach and looked back at the 

mainland. 

  A short walk brought us to the historic 1887 woolshed where, over morning tea, 

the ranger told us what we could expect. Look after ourselves or do the whole day’s 

guided walk?  We decided on a guided round trip of the entire island, and this 

provided wonderful views in all directions.  

  We learned of the early 1870s farming days, starting with 103 merino sheep and 10 

cattle. After a suspected scrapies outbreak in 1978, 2000 sheep were destroyed and 

five years’ strict quarantine followed before Mana became a scientific reserve in 

1987.  

  From the woolshed it was on-and-up to the island’s high point, once the site of a 

lighthouse which in 1881 was relocated to its present site at Cape Egmont. We heard 

about whaling days and reafforestation.  WTC had participated in the extensive tree-

planting, remembered by Esther.  We were intrigued to hear about the geckos, 

birdlife, plantlife, disease and predator protection on this unique island. The whole 

operation is now run by volunteers, with one resident DOC warden.  

  We stopped at 22 sites, each with special and valuable significance in maintaining 

the island it is today. 

  We had a most interesting and enjoyable day. The weather was out of the box, 

with full sunshine and a slight breeze at the top. We reboarded the boat at 3pm for 

our return to Mana. It was a big day – and the icecream shops were all closed.  

Home by 6pm – and yes, we did see the takahe. 

 

Marton Sash and Door Tramway 

Wed 14 Jun 2017                                                                                     

Scribe: Dorothy Symes 

  Fifteen left the club rooms at 7am for the start at National Park’s Railway Cafe. 

The weather was questionable but we decided to brave the elements. Vans were 

parked south, parallel to the main trunk line at Pehi Road. A gate signposted 

“Cycleway” led to the old road quarry and a bridge over Otamawewa stream, up a 
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small hill with views, before reaching the gentle slopes of the old tramway.  We had 

planned the longer option, 22 km. It was not a hard tramp, and the loop track was 

new to many.  

  We passed through some very pretty bush cuttings with lush ferns. Rail tracks and 

sleepers were visible and information boards told of tramway activities in the past. 

This section took us to a metal road to the left and down a short distance to Erua 

road, then through the trees and over the swamplands – good views here – to 

Waimarino stream, again reaching Erua road. The wooden bridge near SH4 was the 

right place for lunch, in warm sunshine. Some low cloud inhibited the views we had 

in the past, but no wind or rain.  

  The next section took us onto the cycle path, contrasting with the native bush. We 

left the track to cross SH4 before entering pine forest and a maze of cycle trails, 

finding a dilapidated hut from the past. Leaving the forest for our return was less 

pleasant with ballast on the railway line to be negotiated, but we were treated to a 

friendly toot from a freight train passing close by. 

  A most interesting day concluded with a good coffee at the Railway Café. 

 

Ratamarumaru, Tokomaru West 

Thur 15  Jun 2017 

Scribe: Sandy Gibbard 

  We didn’t quite fill two vans, but a happy lot headed out to Ratamarumaru, Di and 

Dougal McIntosh’s property on Tokomaru West Road, Brunswick.  It was a chilly 
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morning and we started out well wrapped up. Di, and wee dog Toi Toi, kindly 

escorted us around and Di added bits and pieces of interesting commentary as we 

went.  One of these snippets was about the water-driven pump that pumped water 

from a stream up to the top of the hill for stock water – all without electricity.  

  The terrain was mostly up and down and provided a good workout.  Much of the 

property is in forestry at various stages of growth. The tracks were in very good 

condition; maybe the forestry needs accounted for this. Best farm tracks I’ve come 

across. We also saw cattle and sheep also in very good condition.  

Small though Toi Toi was, she enjoyed rounding up the odd deer and surprised and 

delighted some of our party with a close encounter.  

  We covered approximately 15½ kilometres this day, although Toi Toi covered at 

least three times that, with legs about one-eighth the length of ours.  Our gracious 

hostess even ensured we had a hot drink at the end of our tramp. 

 

Tarn Kayaking 

Sat-Sun 17-18 Jun 2017 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  Kayaking on a tarn in Egmont 

National Park? Surely not. Yes, it 

happened on our weekend trip 

around the Pouakai Circuit. Read on 

and find out how this came about. 

On trip: Tracey and Basil Hooper, 

Pippa McLay, Michelle Mackenzie, 

Shane Wilson, Mike Cole, Ken 

Howie, Esther Williams and Dave 

Scoullar. 

  Day 1: A snow-flecked Mt Taranaki 

is clear as we reach the national park 

and make our way over to the 

Kokowai Track. It takes three and a 

half hours to reach the RMT. The 

Kokowai is getting rather overgrown in places. Now we are in low cloud for the 

final one and a quarter hours on the RMT to Holly Hut. 

  After a brew it's down for a look at Bells Falls, a first for some party members. Back 

at the hut we fire up the wood burner and after our somewhat strange dinner (DS is 

still learning how to cook pasta), the cards come out. We share the hut with two 

couples. 

  Day 2: Another clear day following an overnight frost. The board walk over the 

Ahukawakawa swamp is icy and treacherous. The mountain is clear and 

magnificent as we puff up the hill, lamenting some truly awful muddy sections. 

Pouakai Hut is reached in two and a half hours. Lunch is taken beside the tarn.  

  The big question is how to get an original photo of the tarn with the mountain 

background. Then we find a small kayak in the tussock and Michelle goes for a ride 
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using walking poles as paddles. That's original! Mt Taranaki is shrouded off and on 

as we puff up Henry and eat lunch at the lookout. 

  After that it's down the boardwalk (some in bad condition) and on to regroup at the 

Kaiauai shelter. More ups and downs for numerous stream crossings until, when 

almost back, we are treated to the sight of two whio busy feeding. Their loud 

whistles announce their presence. The van is reached to complete an eight hour day. 

  Verdict: A good circuit of approximately 25km offering superb views but probably 

better done over three days with a second night at Pouakai Hut. If DOC wants to 

promote the circuit, it needs to eliminate muddy sections on the Ahukawakawa 

Track and fix the board walk below Henry. 

 

 

Mikimiki Walkway 

Sat 17 Jun 2017 

 Scribe: Barry Hopper 

  Departed clubrooms 7am: two hour drive over to the Wairarapa and the 

Kiriwhakapapa Road and a further 10 minute drive to the DOC site at the end of the 

road. The forecast was for fine sunny weather although cool temperatures. 

  The track was a little damp underfoot in places but apart from that an excellent day 

out in fine conditions. Two hours across to the Mikimiki Road end where we all 

enjoyed our lunch before returning via the same track. Amazing Redwood 

plantation in this area, planted in the 1930s and quite rare for the New Zealand 

bush.  And the forecast lived up to expectations. 

  Back to Palmerston North and a refresh stop at the Food Hall in the rear of the 

Downtown Mall, Main Street. Excellent variety of food and drinks for everyone plus 

great toilet facilities. 

  Returned to Wanganui 6pm.  Really excellent 11-hour day out for the following : 

Diane Weeks, Barbara Francis, Margaret Chainey, Andrea Bunn, Helen Adams, 

Barbara Gordon, Dorothy Symes, Jeanette Prier, Ross McBeth, Barry (leader) and 

Michael Hopper. 

 

Tunupo Trig 

Wed 21 Jun 2017 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  Weather out of the box for the challenge to climb to Tunupo Trig in the western 

Ruahine. Nineteen signed on for the day trip and 10 of these made up the 

Greyhounds, heading for the top. While the nine Tortoises were content to have a 

leisurely morning tea at Alice Nash Memorial Heritage Lodge and then to plod 

towards the bush line, the Greyhounds had a more serious intent. 

  In the end only one of their number made the top but all the Greyhounds did enjoy 

magnificent views of the nearby mountains and countryside. A good day enjoyed by 

all on a newly-trimmed and mud-free track through beautiful beech forest. 

  On trip: Barry, Bruce, Cherry, Dave D, Dave T, Dave S, Dick, George, Heather, 

Helen, Jacky, Kathy, Margie, Pat, Rozy, Shane, Sue, Tracey and Jeanette. 
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Mike Cranstone’s Property 

Thur 29 Jun 2017 

Scribe: Earle Turner 

  Twenty-one set off on a mild winter day for Mike Cranstone’s farm. We headed off 

in a direction we hadn't been on before, with a warning that we may have to turn 

back if things didn't look right. Well, after no more than 100 metres we turned back 

as we were heading up a valley that was very soggy and muddy. 

  We stayed on the main track until we found a drier track going off to the left. This 

turned out to be quite interesting as we disturbed a Samba stag, with a great set of 

antlers, and his harem. To get away from us he made a run for it, making a clean 

jump over a fence and leaving his five females to look after themselves. They 

panicked a bit and ran up to the fence but didn't make the jump. They milled around 

in the corner of the paddock until we 

moved up the hill and gave them more 

room to run past. Something we hadn't 

seen before – but unfortunately those at 

the back didn't see this.  

  By now it was lunch time so we found 

a spot in the sun on a high point with 

great views overlooking the 

countryside. Lunch over and we set out 

to find our way back to the vans. A very 

pleasant day had by all - that's what 

they said anyway. I know I enjoyed it, 

finding a different way to go. It was 

good to see John and Fred out there 

again after their time out. 

 

 

 

Sledge Track 

Wed 5 Jul 2017 

Scribe: Cherry Channon 

  Twenty-four keen trampers turned up on a perfect winter’s day to enjoy the day’s 

outing to the Sledge Track, including the newly opened Arapuke Forest Park Track. 

  We began our walk from the road end at the Kahuterawa carpark through forest, 

towering native trees, a series of  steps and past rocky swimming holes.  We walked 

over the newly opened swing bridge where the track climbed steeply up into the 

Arapuke Forest Park.  The views at the top were stunning and we sat in the sunshine 

to have our lunch, enjoy the scenery and the excellent company of  like-minded folk.    

  Our return trip was a very pleasant forest walk via Back Track and past the half-

way point of  the Te Araroa Trail which is marked by a large sign.  The Sledge Track 

never fails to disappoint and once again provided an excellent day’s tramping. 
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Manawatu Gorge Track 

Wed 12 Jul 2017 

Scribe: Diane Harries  

  Leaders: Diane Harries and Esther Williams 

   

The weather forecast 

was for a savage 

winter storm, but we 

managed to sidestep 

that threat by 

retreating from the 

planned walk to 

Tupapakurua Falls 

near National Park, 

and instead heading 

for the Manawatu 

Gorge. In the 

carpark we came 

across a local DOC 

ranger who 

commutes over there 

from Whanganui every day, and enjoyed listening to his wealth of knowledge about 

the gorge. The track was open again, after being blocked by a huge rimu tree that 

had fallen near the amazing Maori metal sculpture now presiding over its forest 

domain. It had taken a team of workers five hours with two chainsaws to move all 

the rimu timber and reopen the track. With the roadway through the gorge now 

closed indefinitely, the only traffic noises we heard were from trains and planes, and 

the ever-present windmills that were really swooshing with the high winds coming 

over the tops. 

  Our group of nine hardy souls included two lads escaping the tedium of school 

holidays confined indoors with winter weather. Nathaniel and Tristan thoroughly 

enjoyed being out with the group of oldies and studied every toadstool, earthstar 

and fungus along the way and were intrigued by tasting a peppery leaf of the 

kawakawa tree. Our lunch at the picnic table in sight of some huge windmills 

proved somewhat draughty and we made a hasty retreat back into the shelter of the 

forest, finding the conditions mild and sunny for our return tramp. After a coffee in 

Feilding, our arrival back in Whanganui seemed to be way chillier, and heralded the 

arrival of the nasty winter storm that cancelled the following day’s tramp and 

blocked the roads at National Park. 
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JUMBO HUT CLOSED 
  Popular Jumbo Hut in the eastern Tararua, visited by a club party in May, has been 

closed until further notice after an engineer's report found it might be unsafe in 

extreme winds or heavy snow. DOC hopes to complete strengthening work by the 

spring, though there are plans to replace the 36-year-old old hut in the next few 

years. Bunks and gas have been removed. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some Camping Tips 

· A hot rock placed in your sleeping bag will keep your feet warm. A hot 

enchilada works almost as well, but the cheese sticks between your toes. 

· While the Swiss Army Knife has been popular for years, the Swiss Navy Knife 

has remained largely unheard of. Its single blade functions as a tiny canoe 

paddle. 

· Lint from your navel makes a handy fire starter. Warning: Remove lint from 

navel before applying the match. 

· When camping, always wear a long-sleeved shirt. It gives you something to 

wipe your nose on. 

· You can compress the diameter of your rolled up sleeping bag by running over 

it with your car. 

· Take this simple test to see if you qualify for solo camping. Shine a flashlight 

into one ear. If the beam shines out the other ear, do not go into the woods 

alone. 

· A two-man pup tent does not include two men or a pup. 

· The guitar of the noisy teenager at the next campsite makes excellent kindling. 

· In an emergency, a drawstring from a parka hood can be used to strangle a 

snoring tent mate. 
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Trampers and Livestock 
This item contributed by Ray Walton has appeared in Tramper before and is worth repeating. 

 

What if trampers encounter livestock? 

Twenty trampers recently came across a scenario I have witnessed a few times 

before: a mob of beef cattle.  Hill country beef cattle are not used to groups of people 

on foot. The people they do see are usually alone, and on a horse or quad bike. A 

mob of people frightens them. 

  

Give the cattle room and choices of exit. Don’t split them by walking through the 

middle. They will become agitated and make panicky decisions trying to get back 

together. This might be through the middle of the trampers - a tonne and a half of 

beast would make a 

mess. 

 

The mob we met 

ended up on a no-exit 

track at a gate, 

hemmed in by a high 

bank on one side and 

an even higher cliff 

into the river on the 

other. I called the 

trampers back and 

told them to climb up 

a bank off the track. I 

climbed further up 

and over a ridge so I 

could come down in 

front of the mob and 

turn them gently back 

down the track.    

 

When allowing livestock to pass, give them plenty of room, stay well off the track, 

keep low, and  no talking.  Don’t stare, it makes them nervous (predators eye their 

prey before the kill). 

 

Our group continued to chatter and move about. This caused a few cattle to rush 

over a steep bank to get past. If any had slipped, they could have been killed (at 

$1000+ each). There goes our club credibility and permission to do these farm 

tramps. 

 

Don’t let common sense be in short supply. Remember – we are guests by the 

goodwill of the farmer. 
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Who Needs Help to Get His Boots Off ??? 
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WAITOTARA-LOVER LES DID THINGS HIS WAY 
By Dave Scoullar 

  Club old-timers will have been saddened by the death on 3 June of Les Walker at 

the age of 90.  Les, or more properly William Leslie Walker, was a character who 

will be long remembered for his single-minded approach to life. "My Way" would 

have been an appropriate song for his funeral because he certainly did do things his 

way. 

  He was happy going on lone tramps, often in the Waitotara, an area he was 

particularly keen on, and he was quite happy to curl up in a hollow somewhere for 

the night. He liked to bring his own meals. Often it was noodles for dinner and the 

juice for breakfast. He also ate a lot of candy bars.  

  In latter times Les had wobbly knees but he had been something of a powerhouse 

as a tramper in younger days. A British Royal Marine in World War 2, he did some 

monster walks, including the complete 41 km Matemateonga Track in a single day. 

But his lone tramping did have a downside, including having to be rescued, notably 

once on a solo tramp on the Koane Track in the Waitotara. Search and rescue 

arrived in the nick of time to find Les bushed off a ridge. 

  He was a major player in the Maungarau hut saga in the 1990s when the old 

Waitotara hut was removed and a new one built on a nearby site by club members 

Les Walker, then aged 75 or 76, with Sandra Rogers (centre) and Jenni Scott 

during a Harry Stimpson-led Waitotara crossing in 2003. 
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and others. This hut was later controversially removed by DOC. Basil Hooper 

recalls being at Maungarau when work was being done on the ill-fated hut when Les 

remarked that his doctor had told him he had the heart of a 30-year-old. After he 

replied that "perhaps you should give it back", Basil said there was a pause and then 

Les and his son both burst into laughter.  

  Les was also keen on the Harakeke Forest, near the airport, and led walks there to 

see the flowers which happened to be pink ragwort, now considered a weed. He 

thought they were great and certainly didn't need to be pulled out. 

  A mechanic specialising in automatic transmissions during his working life, Les 

moved to the Waikato about 10 years ago. Jenni Scott, who tramped with Les, 

observed that he and Harry Stimpson were like-minded souls, doing their own thing 

on creating their own trails. 

 

 

 

 

 

Condolences 
We convey our condolences to the following members of our tramping family… 

   Dave Davidson on the death of his mother, Jane.  

  The Walker family on the death of Les Walker. 

  Steve Bonis on the death of his wife Penny.   

  Jenni Scott on the death of her mother Annie. 

  Basil Hooper on the death of his mother Prue. 

  Jacky Evans on the death of her mother 

   We apologise if we have overlooked any deaths 
           

“You have brains in your head. You have feet in your 

shoes. You can steer yourself  in any direction you 

choose. You’re on your own. And you know what you 

know. And YOU are the one who’ll decide where to 

go.” 

Dr Seuss - Oh The Places You’ll Go! 
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The Seenager 
The Seenager - Nice title.....don't you think.....not to be referred to as seenile 
(senile).....!!!!!!!!  

I just discovered my age group! 
I am a Seenager (senior teenager). 
I have everything that I wanted as a teenager, only 60 years later. 
I don't have to go to school or work. 
I get an allowance every month. 
I have my own pad. 
I don't have a curfew. 
I have a driver's licence and my own car. 
I have ID that gets me into bars and the wine store. I like the wine store best. 
The people I hang around with are not scared of getting pregnant, they aren’t 
scared of anything, they have been blessed to live this long, why be scared? 
And I don't have acne. 
Life is Good ! 

Also, you will feel much more intelligent after reading this, if you are a 
Seenager. 
Brains of older people are slow because they know so much. 
People do not decline mentally with age, it just takes them longer to recall 
facts because they have more information in their brains (correct). 
Scientists believe this also makes you hard of hearing as it puts pressure on 
your inner ear. (Aha …) 
Also, older people often go to another room to get something and when they 
get there, they stand there wondering what they came for. It is NOT a memory 
problem, it is nature's way of making older people do more exercise. (I didn’t 
know that!) 
SO THERE!! 
I have more friends I should send this to, but right now I can't remember their 
names. 
So, please forward this to your friends; they may be my friends, too! 
CHEERS! 
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OUR SOUTHERN MAN HEADS HOME 
  By Dave Scoullar 

  If anyone in our club deserves the title of a "good, keen man" it has to be Brian 

Sixtus. Sometimes I think he's really a character straight out of a Barry Crump 

novel. Go tramping with Brian and you will see a display of his bush skills. He's a 

trail-finder, wood-chopper, fire-lighter, eel-catcher, track-mender, practical-joker, 

and -- being a caring bloke -- a cheerful pack-carrier for those who are lagging. 

  He's a man who thinks outside the square. On our recent round-Mt Ruapehu trip 

he produced wine and a range of snacks for happy hour on not one but both the 

nights he was with us. 

  Brian has been a stalwart at Possum Lodge. He loves staying there, cutting wood 

and doing chores and maintenance. He's an explorer and has been involved with 

Basil Hooper on his Tunnel Gully 

project for an alternative route to 

Trains Hut in the Waitotara as 

well as discovering old timber 

tram lines around National Park. 

  For a long time he has been on 

the trips committee, organising 

our programme. Brian's many 

contributions to the club were 

recognised when he received the 

Doughty Boot Award in 2010. 

And there were further accolades 

at the AGM in June. 

  But though he's very much at 

home with us, Brian is true to his 

Southern Man roots. He has been 

hankering for his home turf of 

Takaka and his beloved 

Kahurangi National Park. And 

he's now decided to make the 

break and go back. Many of us are 

grateful for the trips Brian has led 

in Kahurangi over the years and 

there may be more as Brian says 

he will definitely maintain his 

links with the club. 

  Thanks for everything, Brian, 

good luck and safe tramping! 

  

 

 

Brian Sixtus displays his eel-catching 

skills on a trip he led in Kahurangi 
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OUT THERE DOING IT! 
 

Boots, Packs, Clothing,  

Sleeping Bags, Dried Food,  
Coleman’s, Camping Accessories. 

 

Seldom beaten on  

Written Quotations 
 

64 Carlton Avenue 

Wanganui 4500 
 

(Cnr Jackson & Alma Roads) 
 

PH: 06 348 0400      FAX: 06 348 0410 
 

EMAIL:  
wanganuihuntingandfishing@xtra.co.nz 

Message to Advertisers 
The Wanganui Tramping Club is very grateful for the continued 
support of our popular club magazine. Our members are urged 

to support you.  

mailto:wanganuihuntingandfishing@xtra.co.nz
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WTC Officers 2017 – 2018  
LIFE MEMBERS: 

Neill Simpson,QSM     Dave Brockway         Iain Elliot Dave Scoullar 

Doris Hamling    Derick Matthews    Colin Watson 

 

FOUNDING MEMBER               Margaret McGuire 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
PRESIDENT                                 Margret McKinnon       344  4868 

VICE  PRESIDENT        Bruce Thomas                  345 6532 

IMM. PAST  PRESIDENT          Val Wackrow       027 688 8801  

                                                                                                            or 06 212 0910   

SECRETARY         Frances Gibbons       345 8952 

TREASURER and  

     COMMUNICATIONS   Dorothy Symes      345 7039                 
 

COMMITTEE:       Cherry Channon   Basil Hooper      Barry Hopper                                                

                                   Mark Kennedy     Dick Mitchell     Earle Turner  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   
NEW MEMBERS  Barbara Gordon  348 9149  

TRIP PLANNERS Dave Scoullar  343 2836 

MAPS  Basil Hooper 346 5597 

EQUIPMENT / GEAR Dick Mitchell  344 4406 

FIRST AID Juliet Kojis 343 2836 

VEHICLES Bruce Thomas  345 6532 

  Dick Mitchell  344 4406 

FMC/LIBRARY Val Wackrow  027 688 8801                                    

          or 06 212 0910 

LONG TRIPS/VAN USE Margret McKinnon          344  4868  

WAITAHINGA TRAILS Basil Hooper 346 5597 

POSSUM LODGE  Bruce Thomas  345 6532 

MANGATURUTURU HUT Barry Francis  345 3588 

PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACONS  

           POST-ACTIVATION  Dorothy Symes  345 7039 

 

MAGAZINE EDITOR     Jeanette Prier   345 1651     j.prier@paradise.net.nz 

WEBSITE   Diane Harries  343 2222   d.vanillablue@gmail.com 

FACEBOOK   Heather Mackenzie    347 1250   heather_mackenzie@clear.net.nz 

                                                         or 022  616 5670 

 

WELFARE OF CLUB MEMBERS   

Please contact Sandra Rogers if you hear of illness, hospitalisation, bereavements 

 and the like. Phone 348 7630.  
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Sender: 

Wanganui Tramping Club 

P.O. Box 7324 

WANGANUI 4500 

 

Michelle kayaking on tarn on Pouaki Circuit 


